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A certain combination of dilogarithms of powers of an algebraic base is 
constructed and shown to have significant properties when the powers are divisors 
of the highest power (index) in the relation. The combination is called a ladder and 
under some circumstances is zero when all the coefficients involved are rational. 
When this happens it is found empirically that the base satisfies an equation of 
cyclotomic form whose structure is obtainable by inspection from the ladder. A 
proof of this equation is given for the case where the ladder is obtainable by a finite 
number of steps from Abel’s functional equation. A number of conjectures are 
made and used to discover many new relations, all of which are confirmed 
numerically, but which do not appear to be capable of analytic proof with presently 
available methods. The paper concludes with some conjectures on the cyclotomic 
equations which occur in this context. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The dilogarithm function was first studied over two hundred years ago by 
Euler [ 11, Landen [2], and others [3] and can be defined through the series 
L&(z) = $J zn/n2, IZIG 1 
1 
or through the integral 
Li, (z) = - JI log(lz- ‘) dz. (2) 
The latter extends the range outside the unit circle, and the function, as thus 
defined, is real for real z in the range -co < z Q 1. 
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The function satisfies a number of functional equations, of which the 
simplest, usually attributed to Abel [4], can be written 
Li, 
( &*&)-Li2 (&) -Li, (&) +Li,(x)+Li,(y) 
=log(l-x)log(l-y). (3) 
From this a large number of special cases can be found [5] of which the 
more important (the complement, the duplication, and the inversion 
formulas) are 
Liz(z) + Li,( 1 - z) = a*/6 - log z log( 1 - z) (4) 
L&(z) + L&(-z) = 4 Li,(z’) (5) 
L&(-z) + Li,(-l/z) = -7r2/6 - 4 log’(z). (6) 
The n2/6 which appears here is the value of L&(l) and can in fact be deter- 
mined by combining (5) and (6) with z = e’“, the x2 arising as [log(e’“)]‘. 
A related integral is Clausen’s log sine integral [6], 
Cl,(B) = - 1’ log (2 sin $1 d0 (7) 
0 
and the two are connected by 
2 
Li2(eie) =: - 
8(27r - r3) 
4 + i Cl,(B), 0<8<2n. (8) 
From (3) a large number of numerical special cases can be found by giving x 
and y particular values, but the vast majority of these are trivial. Euler’s 
formula 
Li2(+) = X2/12 - f log2(t) (9) 
comes from (4) with z = f , whilst Landen gave similar results for 
p = {(fl- 1) = 2 cos(2~/5); and for p2: 
Li2@) = n2/10 - log’ p (104 
Li2e2) = X2/15 - f 1og2ti2). (lob) 
These were the only numerical results of interest until, in the mid-1930s, 
Watson [7] and Coxeter [8] came up with some radically new results. 
Watson examined solutions of the equation x3 + 2x2 -x - 1 = 0, which 
has one positive root i sec(2rr/7) and two negative roots. Denoting them by 
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a, -/$ -l/y, respectively, then all three quantities a, /I and y are real and lie 
between 0 and 1. Watson applied Eqs. (3) to (6) a number of times, and 
eventually came up with 
Li,(ar) - Li,(a*) = x2/42 + log’ a (11) 
together with similar relations for /I and y. The route to obtain these results 
was not particularly obvious, and one might have assumed, at first sight, that 
(11) was not accessible from Abel’s equation. This important question of 
access is discussed later. 
Coxeter examined a somewhat complicated series having a distant resem- 
blance to (l), and produced a number of results involving powers of 
p = $($ - 1). Three of his formulas are 
Li2Q6) = 4 Li2e3) + 3 Li,@‘) - 6 Liz@) + 77r2/30 (12a) 
Li,@‘*) = 2 Li2Q6) + 3 Li2Q4) + 4 Li2b3) - 6 Li2@*) + rc*/lO (12b) 
L&Q”) = 2 Li,@‘O) + 15 Li2Q4) - 10 Li2@‘) + 7c2/5. (12c) 
Of these, the first two are obtainable directly from (3), whilst the third 
apparently is not, though no proof of this is known-merely no-one seems to 
know how to do it. 
It the last few years J. Loxton [9], using some complicated identities 
arising from formulas involving Rogers-Ramanujan partition funbtions, has 
come up with a number of results of which the most striking is 
L&(K) + Li,(K*) - + Li2(rc3) = 7n2/54 - log’ K (13) 
where K = 4 sec(lr/9) satisfies the equation x3 + 3x2 - 1 = 0. Attempts to 
obtain his relation directly from Abel’s equation have not so far been 
successful. 
Lewin [lo], in a recent paper, showed that a very large number of 
comparable results could be obtained directly from Abel’s equation. Further 
results of a similar character stemmed from using cuts in the complex plane. 
Speculations on still further results, some of which could be guessed at and 
then verified numerically, indicated the existence of two additional formulas 
analogous to (13). The connection between the dilogarithm and Clausen’s 
log sine integral was pursued and led to 
(a) the generation of a 4-variable equation, from which still further 
numerical results were obtained, and 
(b) the important realization that powers of the variable were the 
significant structure for the arguments in the functional equations. 
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Thus, one form of (3) can be re-written 
Li,(v”-P-q) = Li,(u”+) + Li2(unPq) - Li,(@) 
with up + uq - u” = 1. 
- Li,(uq) + 7r2/6 -pq log’ u (14) 
Very many special results were obtained in this way, and from them a 
pattern emerged whose further investigation is the subject of the present 
study. From a consideration of this pattern, many further new results of 
several different kinds have been found. However, the prime purpose here has 
not been so much to produce further formulas as to provide a foundation for 
a reasonable understanding of this topic. In particular, the importance of 
certain algebraic relations for the base, and the discovery of certain families 
of permissible bases, although themselves calling for further inquiry, have 
provided an interim clarification of some of the more puzzling features of the 
earlier work, and has helped to bring some coherence to an apparently 
disparate array of prior results. 
2. THE LADDER STRUCTURE 
2.1. Chudnovsky [ 1 l] has shown that L&(x) is irrational when x is 
rational, 0 < x < f . However, the current relation of the dilogarithm to 
number theory is somewhat marginal, though its properties have been used in 
Apery’s proof of the irrationality of r(3). More recently some new identities 
of a similar character for c(k) have been generated by Leschiner [ 121 using 
properties of the related log sine and log sinh integrals of arguments 
2 sin-‘(j) = lr/3 and 2 sinh-‘(4) = -2 logp, with p = (6 - 1)/2. But in 
general, Li, is transcendental, and it is highly likely, though there is no 
current proof, that Li,(x) is transcendental if x is algebraic. Nevertheless 
there are a few special results like (9) and (10) which express L&(x) in terms 
of squares of rr and logarithms with rational coeflcients; and Coxeter’s 
equation (12) and Loxton’s equation (13) give similar results for certain 
sums of powers of x. In each case there is involved a sum of dilogarithmic 
terms of powers of an algebraic base, with rational coefficients only. These 
are equated to a logarithmic term and a multiple of z*, also with rational 
coefficients. If all these terms are collected together, the resulting 
combination, called a ladder, turns out to have very significant mathematical 
properties. We use the notation L,(N,x) to denote this collection of terms, 
and the pattern that emerges from surveying a considerable number of 
formulas leads to the dejhition of a ladder through the equation 
Li,(xN) 
L,(N, x) = 7 - 
I 
C 5Li,(xr)+A,n2 +A log’x . 
TIN ’ I 
(15) 
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In this equation the highest power N is called the index of the equation, and 
is generally composite. The summation is taken over the divisors of N, 
starting with r = 1 but excluding r = N. The quantity x, called the base, is 
not a variable but a solution of a polynomial equation of order m 
2 B,x’ = 0 
0 
(16) 
where the B, are given integers and the equation is in its lowest degree 
compatible with rational B,. The coefficient A and the numbers A, for r > 0, 
are all simple rationals determined implicitly from the B, of Eq (16). The 
specification L,(N, x) = 0 then determines A,, which will, in general, be 
irrational. But there is a sub-set of results for which A, is a simple rational, 
and it is these relations which form the subject of the present study. 
In almost every case the numbers A, are small integers, often fl or 0. It is 
also observed that when x is expressed as a circular function of an angle 
n/M, as, for example, in Landen’s, Watson’s or Loxton’s examples, the coef- 
ficient A, involves M in its denominator. Otherwise, there is very little of a 
general nature known about the structure of these quantities. 
2.2. There are some examples encountered of index N = 3 where the 
presence of a term with r = 2 in the ladder seemingly violates the restriction 
of r to divisors of N. An example is Loxton’s equation (13). This anomaly 
stems from a re-arrangement of a legitimate equation, and arises in the 
following manner: the base in the question is a root of an equation of second 
or higher degree, and the other roots of this equation also possess ladders, 
though of index 6. The ladders in this cluster, corresponding to a given base 
equation, are in fact all of the prescribed structure and of index 6, but it may 
happen that the ladder for a particular root can be re-arranged, via the use of 
the duplication formula (5), in such a way that a structure of index 3, but 
retaining a second power, results. Thus the legitimate expression 
L,(6, X) = t L&(x6) - f Li,(x3) + 2 L&(x2) + a, Liz(x), (17) 
on putting x=-y and re-arranging by means of (S), can be written as an 
anomalous ladder 
L2(3, Y>  = L2(69 -Y> = f Li2(Y3) + FLi2(y2) -a, Li,(y). (18) 
However the original form (17) is both of the specified structure and of the 
same general form as the other ladders in the cluster. The anomalous 
structure is thus nothing more than a device to avoid a consideration of a 
negative base when y in the above is positive. It may be thought of as a 
degenerate form of a ladder of index 6. 
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2.3. When there exists, for a given base, several ladders with different 
indices, there arises the possibility of an arbitrary linear combination of 
ladders if one index happens to be a divisor of another. This can happen if a 
particular base happens to be rich in ladder results; and an eample for 
Landen’s base p is given by (12a) and (b), where an arbitrary amount of 
L,(6, p) could be added to L2( 12, p) to create a new ladder L $“( 12, p) 
L$*‘(~&P) =L2(12,~) + C,L2(6, P) (19) 
with C, an arbitrary rational constant. 
Although this constant could be selected by any of a number of different 
criteria, such as, for instance, the elimination of the Z* term, there would 
appear to be no basic way by which Li*‘( 12, p) could be uniquely specified. 
It turns out, however, that (19) is a special case of what can be called a 
second-degree ladder: 
L:*‘(N, x) = 5 C,L,(M, x) (20) 
1 
where the CM are rational, and in practice form a quite sparse set, often 
reducing to but a single term. The significance of (20), as will be explained 
in a further study [ 131, is that, with a suitable extension of the definition of a 
ladder to higher-order polylogarithms, an expression of the general form of 
(20) can be set up and will be valid for orders 1 < II < 5 (at least) with coef- 
ficients C,,, independent of the order. This striking result is far from obvious, 
but since the number of ladders known for a given base decreases drastically 
as the order rises, a unique second-degree ladder for a higher-order 
polylogarithm is usually generated. From this some indication of the 
appropriate combinations for the lower-degree ladders can be adduced. This 
matter is not pursued further here, but its introduction was felt to be 
necessary in anticipation of the appearance of some second-degree ladders 
later in the exposition. 
3. THE CYCLOTOMIC EQUATION FOR THE BASE 
3.1. In [lo] it was observed empirically that if a ladder, as specified in 
(15), is zero for a rational value of A,, then the base also satisfies the 
equation 
X*A(l -x”) = n (1 -Xr)Ar. (21) 
W 
(It may be noted that the quantity A, does not appear in this formula.) No 
exceptions to (21) are known, and a proof, valid for those ladders accessible 
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from Abel’s functional equation, will be presented shortly. In general, 
Eq. (21) is of considerably higher degree than Eq. (16), which originally 
defined the base. The additional roots of Eq. (21), known as the excess roots, 
all turn out to lie on the unit circle and this may be connected with (8) 
which relates the dilogarithm to Clausen’s function. 
Equation (21), which bears a superficial resemblance to certain 
cyclotomic factorization identities, will be called a cyclotomic equation. It is 
not, of course, an identity for an arbitrary variable x, but requires for its 
proof that the base satisfy the specified base equation (16). 
It is interesting to note that (21) is exactly what would be obtained if x, in 
(15), were treated as a variable, and the equation L&V, x) = 0 were differen- 
tiated with respect to x. The constant term A,rc* would disappear and (21), 
in logarithmic form, would ensue. Of course, this operation cannot actually 
be performed since x is a specified algebraic number; and the observation 
would appear to be only a peculiar coincidence. However, it has turned out 
to be of relevance in the course of further studies on the higher-order 
polylogarithmic functions. 
3.2. Rogers [ 141 introduced the function L(z) by 
L(z) = Liz(z) + f log z log( 1 - z) C-22) 
and noted that some of the resulting dilogarithmic formulas were simpler if 
L(z) rather than Li2(z) were used, since the effect of using the new function 
was to cause the disappearance of logarithmic terms. This is readily seen in, 
for example, (4), but it can also be verified for all the other equations. A 
slight complication for negative arguments, which would needlessly introduce 
complex numbers into (22), requires that the definition be modified to 
L(z) = Liz(z) + + log(z*) log( 1 - z) (23) 
with an appropriate interpretation of the branch of the logarithm when z is 
negative. (Some writers prefer to use Iz 1 rather than z* to obviate this 
problem, but this introduces unwanted complications if z should be 
complex.) 
Since, with the use of L(z), the logarithmic terms are removed from Abel’s 
equation (3), any result that can be obtained therefrom by a finite number of 
steps must also be free of logarithms. Thus, if a ladder is, in principle, at 
least, known to be obtainable in this way from Abel’s equation, the 
replacement of Li, by L in the ladder must result in a ladder expression for 
L free of logarithms. If this operation is actually performed the logarithmic 
terms that accumulate take the form 
L’=-flogxlogX (24) 
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x= (1 -XN)XZ” 
I 
n (1 -Xr)+ 
rlN 
Hence (21) follows from the requirement that L’ vanish. 
3.3. The above derivation introduces the question of access of a 
particular ladder formula from Abel’s equation. It is readily shown that the 
dilogarithm is the unique (differentiable) function to satisfy Eq. (3), but this 
does not seem to require that any specified dilogarithmic formula should be 
derivable in a direct way from that equation. On the contrary, multi-variable 
equations exist which seem to be completely inaccessible from (3). As 
already mentioned, Coxeter’s equation (12~) and Loxton’s equation (13) also 
appear to be inaccessible. In Ref. [lo] several results obtained from formulas 
developed in the complex plane (in particular Eqs. (92) and (126) of the 
reference) do not seem to be obtainable directly from Abel’s equation, 
despite the fact that the complex plane formulas stemmed from that source. 
Watson’s success in obtaining his Eq. (11) should caution one that an 
inability to obtain a result in a certain way need not necessarily mean that it 
cannot be done; only that we have not yet spotted how to do it. Nevertheless 
it remains the case that valid results exist, some without a current analytical 
proof, that do not seem accessible from (3), but for which the cyclotomic 
equation (21) can be easily verified. This may be taken either as an 
indication that they could, after all, be derived from Abel’s equation by a 
finite number of steps, or else that there is a more fundamental inner 
structure to these results; and the demonstration via (24) may be more super- 
ficial than basic, its successful application to the majority of the existing 
results notwithstanding. 
3.4. The cyclotomic equation corresponding to a given base will be 
referred to as the derived base equation (DBE). In some cases there may be 
more than one. They can be obtained by direct inspection from the ladder 
structure. Alternatively they can be constructed by algebraic manipulation of 
the base equation. Thus, Watson’s a = f sec(2z/7) satisfies x3 + 2x2 - 
x - 1 = 0, and this may be re-arranged as (1 -x2)* = x2(1 - x) with an 
excess root x = 1. This is of cyclotomic form and corresponds to (11). The 
other two roots of the base equation can be put in the form -p and -l/y, 
with 0 < /I, y < 1, and the cyclotomic equations for these variables are easily 
constructed and are found to correspond to Watson’s two further ladders. 
In a similar way, Loxton’s K in (13) satisfies the equation 
x3 + 3x* - 1 = 0, and this can be put in the form 
x*(1 -x3)=(1 -x)(1 -x2)2. (25) 
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This clearly corresponds to (13). But what about the other two roots of this 
base equation? If they are written in the form -1, -l/p with 0 < L, p < 1, 
then one easily obtains from (25) the two relations A*(1 + 2’) = 
(1 +A)(1 -A*)* and 1 + p3 = (1 + ,~)(l --P’)~. These are not quite in 
cyclotomic form, but can be made so by introducing additional factors like 
(1 - A”) (whose excess roots are on the unit circle). The ultimate relations 
are 
/F(l -A”)(1 -i)=(l -A’)(1 -122)3 Wa) 
(1 -p”)(l -/f)= (1 -$)(l -,U’)“. (26b) 
The question is, “Do these equations correspond to actual ladder formulas?” 
If they do, their form is uniquely determined apart from the terms in A,n2. It 
is a simple matter to construct the ladders and to evaluate them numerically. 
However, since the calculations are necessarily to a finite number of decimal 
places, the resulting A, is also necessarily rational, as van der Poorten has 
remarked on such calculations in a somewhat different context [ 151. What is 
peculiar to the ladders as actually encountered is not just that A, is rational, 
but that it is a relatively simple one. Moreover, in the present example, where 
the roots involve circular functions of 7c/9, we may expect A, to involve at 
least a factor of a ninth. A calculation readily reveals the true value and the 
resulting ladders are found to be [IO] 
2 Li2(A6) - (3 Li2(A3) + $ Li2(A2) - Li,(il) - n2/54 + log’ A} = 0 (27a) 
d Li2k6) - {f Li,b3) + ; Li3b2) - Li,@) + n2/54) = 0. (27b) 
However, there does not seem to be any method, other than numerically, of 
finding A,, short of a full analytic derivation. Equation (27a) and (b) was 
first reported in Ref. [lo], and at the time no analytic derivation was known. 
Subsequently, Loxton [ 161 has prepared an analysis based on a whole family 
of partition-function formulas, including some new ones, and has produced a 
number of results therefrom, including (27a); but the method failed to prove 
(27b) because of a technical difficulty arising from an unwanted cancellation 
of terms. There is no doubt that (27b) is also correct but an analytic 
derivation is wanting at this time 
4. LADDER CLUSTERS 
4.1. The concept of a cluster has already been introduced. Where a 
base equation involving a polynomial (in its lowest degree) with rational 
coefficients, is of degree greater than 1 (l/2 and l/3 are the only two bases 
of interest arising from first degree equations), then at least two roots of the 
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base equation exist. Since the cyclotomic form, or DBE, does not distinguish 
between the roots, such a relation must exist for all of them. Some small 
changes may be needed to accommodate minor features such as the 
magnitude or sign of a root, but the equations for all the roots can always be 
put in cyclotomic form. Equation (25) for Loxton’s cubic, with Eq. (26a) 
and (b) for the other two roots, is an example; and there are similar 
equations for Watson’s cubic. It seems to be the case that if a ladder exists 
for one root, then comparable ladders exist for all, and it is this group of 
ladders that we are designating by the term “cluster.” If one of the ladders is 
accessible from Abel’s equation (in the sense discussed in Subsection 3.3), 
then all of them are since the formulas do not distinguish between the 
roots-all that may be necessary is to bring them into convenient form 
through the use of (5) and (6). Thus the existence of a cluster in this case is 
to be expected. The validity of the conjectures leading to (27) for Loxton’s 
cubic strongly suggests that clusters exist in all cases; and a further example, 
stemming from Loxton’s recent results, will now be examined. 
4.2. By analyzing the asymptotic form of a particular partition 
identity, Loxton produced the ladder formula for the base a = (fi - 1)/2 
Li,(a3) 
-- 
I 
Li,(a’) 
- 
3 2 + 2 Liz(a) + + log’(a) 
- 5n2/36 I = 0. (28) 
(It may be noted that this is another anomalous ladder of the sort discussed 
in Subsection 2.2; really a degenerate form of a ladder of index 6.) The base 
equation is 2x2 + 2x - 1 = 0 and the DBE from (28) is 
(1 -X)2(1 -x2)=x(1 -x3). (29) 
The second root of the base equation is b = -l/(fi - 1). If we write 
c=-l/b=@- 1 then 0 < c < 1 and c, from (29), satisfies 
(1 + c)‘( 1 - c’) = 1 + c3. This can be re-expressed in cyclotomic form as 
(1-c*)3(1-c3)=(1-c)*(1-c~). (30) 
The ladder structure corresponding to this is easily written down and the 
constant A,r? determined by numerical computation. A, is thus found to be 
l/12, with the resulting ladder 
4 Liz(P) - (4 Li,(c3) + 4 Li,(c’) - 2 L&(c) + 7c2/12} = 0, 
c=fi-1. (31) 
It has not proved possible to derive either of these ladders directly from 
Abel’s equation, but in an attempt to find them from formulas in the complex 
plane, a serious error was found in Eq. (5.96) and in Section A.2.5, Eqs. (12) 
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and (13) of [5]. This error invalidates the calculations in 5.4.2 of [lo], and 
incidentally removes the sole anomaly, relating to the logarithmic terms, 
appearing in that study. The corrected formula is 
Li,(x, x/6) = --& Li, [- (;-,)‘I -s* [ *:,1 
+ f Li2[x(fi - x)]. (32) 
Since Li,(& 1, x/6) = Re[Li2(ei”‘6), Li,(ei7”‘6)] can be easily found from (8), 
the replacement of x in (32) by +l and -1 readily reproduces the two 
ladders, and in the process both verifies the existence of the cluster, and gives 
some encouragement to the use, in reverse, of cyclotomic-like equations to 
point to the existence of new ladders. However, not all cyclotomic-like 
equations lead to valid ladder formulas. Counter-examples are easy to 
construct, and the valid set is a very limited one. 
5. CYCLOTOMIC SEQUENCES 
5.1. The cubic equations of Watson and Loxton each give rise to a 
single cyclotomic equation, and the same holds also for Loxton’s quadratic 
equation of Subsection 4.2. It is not currently known whether additional such 
equations exist. However, for Landen’s p there is a sequence of at least six: 
l--p =p* WI 
l-p2 =p W) 
1 -p6 = (1 -p3)2(1 -$)(l -p)-’ (33c) 
1 -p** = (1 -p6)(1 --p4)(1 -p3)(1 -$-I WI 
1 -p*o= (1 -/P)(l -p4)3(1 -p2)-’ WI 
1 -p*4 = (1 -p8)2(1 -p6)2(1 --4)-l. Wf) 
Clearly they can be intermingled in various ways, corresponding to the 
arbitrariness in the ladders discussed in Subsection 2.3. The ladders resulting 
from the first four are readily obtained from Abel’s equation. The fifth gives 
Coxeter’s equation (12~). The sixth corresponds to a new result, 
+ Li,@24) - )$ 
Li2b4) 
Li2@‘) + $ Liz@‘) - 4 + j& 
I 
=o (34) 
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and I am grateful to Professor Roy 0. Davies for drawing it to my attention. 
It arose indirectly from studies by Phillips [ 171 on properties of random 
surfaces. It can also be expressed entirely in terms of p4 = p4 which satisfies 
the equation 
p: - 7p, + 1 = 0. (35) 
The corresponding ladder is 
$ Liz@:) - 1; Liz@:) + Li,@,2) - + Lizb4) 
-+10g2p4 +&n” t = 0. (36) 
However, in this form the coefficients are not so simple as in (34). 
5.2. The quantity w  was first introduced in [lo]. It is that solution of 
o3 + o2 - 1 = 0 lying between 0 and 1. (The other two roots are complex.) 
It possesses at least twelve cyclotomic equations: 
l-o =w5 
1-m’ =(l-w)w-20r03 
1-03 =a2 
l-w5 =o 
l-cc8 =(l-04)w-’ 
1 - Ccl2 = (1 - &)(l - &)(l - 09)-l 
1 - 0’4 = (1 - wy2 w-1 
1 - ml8 = (1 - &)(l - 06) w-’ 
1 - W20 = (1 - o’O)(l - c04)2/(1 - w’) 
1 - WI8 = (1 - “14)(1 - o’)(l - 0”) C0-2 
1 - Cc30 = (1 - #)(l - “lO)(l -Cc”) w-i 
1 - 042 = (1 - w2’)(1 - w’)(l - w6)2 w-2. 
(374 
WI 
(37c) 
WI 
We) 
(37f.l 
(373) 
Wh) 
(37i) 
(W 
Wk) 
(371) 
All of these can be obtained quite readily by manipulation of the base 
equation, and the first eleven correspond to ladders obtainable by use of 
Abel’s equation. No ladder corresponding to the last is seemingly accessible 
from this source, and the question arises as to whether there exists a 
corresponding valid ladder. Unlike Landen’s p, Eq. (37~) does not give rise 
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to a relation of the form Li,(03) = 3 log’ w  + A,n’ with A, rational. Hence, 
before connecting (371) to a ladder, it could be multiplied by (1 - 03)/w’ 
raised to any power without affecting its value, but affecting in a 
corresponding way the emerging ladder. The ladder derived from 
1 -w4*=(1 ew*l)(l mw7)(1 -w6)*(1 -W3)nw-*(‘+n) (38) 
takes the form 
Li,(w4*) 
I 
Li,(w*r) + L&(0’) + 2 Li,(w6) + n Li,(w3) 
42 - 21 7 6 3 
+(l+n)log*w+A,rc* =o. 
! 
In making a numerical check there are now two rationals, n and A, to be 
sought, and a simple program revealed the values (checked to nine decimal 
places): 
n = - 5/14, A, = - l/126 = -l/(9 x 14). (40) 
Equations (39) and (40) constitute a new result with, as yet, no analytic 
proof.’ The question may arise as to why only (37~) was used to modify 
(371) to obtain (38). In fact, any (or all) of the equations could be so used. 
The ultimate effect of doing so would be to add other pre-existing ladders to 
(39). Thus, the use of (37g) would add terms in Li,(w14). Only a 
generalization of (39) to higher-order polylogarithms can indicate a preferred 
combination. This process involves the construction of a second-degree 
ladder of unspecifted content. Several constants are involved, and suddenly 
the determination of the requisite rationals ceases to be a simple matter. 
6. ABEL'S EQUATION, CLAUSEN'S FUNCTION AND THE 
CYCLOTOMIC SEQUENCES 
6.1. The connection of Eq. (8) between the dilogarithm and Clausen’s 
log sine integral is not limited to real angles 0, provided some care is taken 
in selecting the appropriate branch of the logarithm; and the relation between 
the two functions in the complex plane may be put to good use to generate 
functional equations. 
’ Note added in proof Quite recent developments have produced some new single-variable 
functional equations, seemingly quite distinct from Abel’s. From these, the ladders for pzo, pz4 
and w4* have now been deduced analytically, lending support to the claim that they are not 
accessible from Abel's equation. 
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From 
Li,(re’e) = - j”” wy- 2) dz = - (41) 
0 
we obtain, on taking the imaginary part (with r and 0 real), 
Im Li,(re”) = jr tan-’ 
0 [ ,‘$“,,“,&J$ (42) 
This integral can be evaluated by integration by parts and using a subsidiary 
quantity b defined by 
tan b = 
r sin e sin b 
I-rcose Or r=sin(b + t9)’ (43) 
The result,’ due to Kummer [ 181, expresses the imaginary part of the 
dilogarithm in terms of Clausen’s function 
Im Li,(rele) = b log r + 4 C&(28) + 4 C1,(2b) - f C1,(2b + 28). (44) 
An alternative way of writing Eq. (44) is 
Li,(re”) - Li,(re-ie) = 2ib log r + i[C1,(28) 
+ C1,(2b) - C1,(2b + ZS)]. (45) 
Using (8) this can be converted back into an equation for the dilogarithm 
only. 
Li,(rele) - Li,(re-‘@) = 2ib log r + 2bt9 - 7r*/6 + Li,(efzb) 
+ Li,(e’ze) - Li,(ei2(b+e)), (46) 
Rather surprisingly, this is but the variant (14) of Abel’s functional equation, 
obtained by taking ei2* = uq, ei2’ = un--p-q and r2 = z)~+*-~. (Note that (43) 
gives real r whether b and 6 are either both real or both imaginary.) 
The process may be repeated by taking the variables x and y in Abel’s 
equation as complex numbers, putting the imaginary part in terms of 
Clausen’s function, and then reverting to a dilogarithmic form. This process 
was carried out in Ref. [lo], and led to an equation between five variables 
uqn, n = 1 to 5, with a single relation between them 
4 
I 
$ $ Li2(-Pqn-qm) - $ Li2(-uS-2qn) 1 - i Li,(uqn) 
1 
(47) 
2 An error of log* instead of log appears in (128) and (131) of [lo]. 
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where 
2s = $ qn 
1 
and 
As with (43), (48) can give both real values of U, for given real qn, and also 
values on the unit circle. This latter can be seen by taking u in the form eiz8. 
when the equation becomes 
cos(sf3) = i cos[(+s - 4”) e] (49) 
and will in general possess some real roots in 8. 
6.2. Equations like (48) can be very rich in cyclotomic sequences and, 
as we shall see, can yield a prolific range of new results. The case 
q, = q2 = 3. q* = q4 = qs = 2 w as considered in [lo]. The base equation is 
x6 - 3x4 - 4x3 - 3x2 + 1 = 0 (50) 
and has one root R = (1 + 3”* - 121i4) lying between 0 and 1. Equation 
(47) gives the single ladder 
Li,(Q’) 
&(4,0)= 4 - 
1 
Li,(Q3) 
3 
+ Li,(W 
2 
+ Li,(R) + + log* Q 
i 
= -7n2/72. (51) 
This is not quite of the strict ladder form because of the presence of a term 
in G3, and gives rise to the suspicion that (51) is really a second-degree 
ladder involving ladders of indices 4 and 3. An attempt was made to find a 
cyclotomic equation involving (1 - x3) from which the expected structure 
could be generated. Although it is not known for sure that no such equation 
exists, it did not seem possible to generate one. However, in the process, 
several other cyclotomic equations emerged, and the following sequence, not 
necessarily complete, can be constructed fairly readily from (50). 
(1 -x4)=(1 -x3)(1 -x2)(1 -x)x-’ (52a) 
(1 -x6)= (1 -x2)3(1 -x)-4x’ (52b) 
(1 -x8)=(1 -x4)3(1 -x2)-2(1 -x)2x-’ (52~) 
(1 -P)= (1 -x5)(1 -x3)(1 -x2)(1 -x)-*x (524 
(1 -x18)= (1 -x9)(1 -x6)3(1 -x3)-2(1 -x2)-2(1 -x). (52e) 
641/19/3-j 
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Again the factor (1 -x3) intrudes in the factorization of (52d) where it 
might not have been expected; but we will leave this aspect in abeyance for 
the time being. 
Ladder structures corresponding to (52) can be written down, but do not 
necessarily produce rational coefficients A,. It is convenient to construct the 
expressions with the omission of this term from the ladder structure itself, 
and to define 
Li,(f14) ’ 
L,(4,f2) = 4 - L12$3J + 2 
I 
Li,(O*) 
t Li,(s2) + + log’ D 
1 
(5% 
Liz(P) 
~%6,fi>= 6 - 2 
I 
1Li,(Sa’)-4Li,(R)-log2~ = 
t 
‘F (53b) 
43, a) = Lizf8) - 
I 
+ Li,(P) - Li,(Q*) + 2 L&(O) + + log’ 0 
I 
Li,(O’O) 
~,(lO,f3= 1o - 5 
I 
Li,(fi5) + Li,(@) + Li,(O*) 
3 2 
1 
I 
A(‘()) 
-2Li2(J2)-210gZQ =+rt 2 VW 
Li2(.fJL8) 
k(l%J-J)= 18 -  9 
I 
Li2(.Q9) 1 
+ y Li,(@) 
- f Li2(03) - Li2(02) t  Li2(0) 
I 
Equation (53a) is, of course, (51) with the term 7rc2/72 taken to the other 
side of the equation. Thus we expect A, (4) = -7/18. The remainder of the Ao’s 
are not known from any analytic formulas, but can be readily calculated 
numerically. To nine decimal places Table I is found. This confirms the 
value of A a’ as - 7/18. The others do not appear to be individually 
rational, but simple rational combinations can easily be selected by 
inspection. In particular we have the following three relations among the last 
four coefficients: A’@ +Ay4’- 1 
0 
- (544 
Ai@+Af’= l/2 Pb) 
Ai” + A:” = 5/18. (54c) 
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TABLE I 
Coeffkients for Q-Ladders 
N 4 6 8 10 18 
/,‘N’ 
0 -.388888889 1.443141138 -.943141138 1.220918916 -.443141138 
The use to be made of these results is as follows: if we knew, from analysis, 
the second-degree ladder structures, then (54) could be simply verified. But 
lacking such analysis we can reverse the process to creczte such ladders, to 
correspond with (54), by adding appropriate multiples of the formulas of 
(53). The resulting second-degree ladders are therefore 
I$‘(8,Q) =L2(8,12) + &(6,l2) = 7~716 
L;2’(10,Q) =L,(lO,Q) + $,(8,R) = x*/36 
,512’ (18, $?) = L,(18, a) + 5L,(6, a) = n*/18. 
(554 
(55bJ 
(55c) 
Equation (54a) also yields a first-degree ladder 
Li,(s2’8) 
1 
Li,(Q’) 
18 - 9 
+ & Li,(R6) - f Li,(Q3) 
t-d) 
These results are all new, and do not appear to have an analytic proof at this 
time. 
Two observations can be made: (i) The results might have appeared to be 
a little simpler if L,(N, x) had been defined without the initial factor l/N. 
The early work, in Ref. [lo], for example, was handled in that way. But 
subsequent studies, particularly with higher-order polylogarithms, indicated 
that the initial factor is indeed appropriate. (ii) With the AiN’ defined in (53) 
also with a factor l/N, the relations between them, shown in (54), only 
involve multiplying coefftcients of 0 or 1. In fact, it was only because the 
A,,‘s combined in pairs with unity coefficients that these relations could be so 
easily picked out by inspection. Corresponding to each such relation there 
exists a valid second-degree ladder. Once generated, they can, of course, be 
combined in arbitrary ways. 
There may be yet further results. One could predict, for example, that any 
additional formulas of the sequence in (52) would generate further ladders. 
In particular an equation commencing with (1 -x3), if and when found, 
could be used to “clean up” the slightly anomalous formulas (52a) and (d). 
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6.3. As a further example of a prolific sequence, we take the case 
4,, = 2n in (48). Then s = 15 and the base equation becomes 
u15 + 1 = Ui3 + U” + U’O + a9 + Us + U’ 
+ u6 + u5 + u4 + u*. (56) 
There are many ways of handling this equation. Roots on the unit circle can 
be removed and the equation in its lowest degree (with rational coefficients) 
becomes 
22 - us - u3 - 24 + 1 = 0. (57) 
This has one root TX 0.664 lying between 0 and 1. In fact, (57) can be 
solved in closed form, and for this root 
r= I- [l-4(1 +A cose)*]i’* 
2(1 + A cos e> (58) 
where A = 4/&, cos 38= 3 d/S, 8~ 103.5”. Equation (47) reduces, on 
use of Eq. (5), to 
Li2(P8) + Li2(P4) = 2 Li2(P) + 2 Li,(Ts) + 2 Li2(r7) + Li2(P) 
+ 4 Li2(r5) + 2 L&(P) + 2 Li2(P) + Li,(T*) + 2 Li,(T) 
+ 15 log* l- - 2x2/3. (59) 
To put this into ladder form we note the cyclotomic sequences, obtainable 
through manipulation of (56) 
1-P =(l-T))‘P (604 
1 -P = (1 -P)2(1 -P)P (6Ob) 
1 -P = (1 -P)(l -r)-*P (60~) 
1 -r9 = (1 -P)(l -P)2(1 -P)-*T (6W 
1 -PO=(l -P)(l -P)(l -P)2(1 -r)-iY-l VW 
1 -P=(l -P)2(1 -P-V (600 
i -P= (1 -rp(i -P)(i -q-T Wkd 
i-r1s=(i-~)(i-r3)(i-r2)(i-r)-2r3 (6Oh) 
1 -r30 = (1 -P5)(i -PO)(i -P)(l -r3)-l(i -r2)-1rz. (60i) 
There may well be further members of this sequence, of which (60d), (e), (f) 
and (i) are not in fact needed for handling (59). A slight matter of concern is 
the appearance of a factor in (1 - p) in (60b), (d), (e) and (g) where it 
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might not have been anticipated. The matter couid be cleared up if there 
exists a cyclotomic equation for 1 -p, but to date it has not been possible 
to find one. For the moment we shall overlook this anomaly and specify the 
ladder structures corresponding to Eq. (60). Using again the notation AiN’/N 
for the constant multiplier of rr* in a ladder of index N, these structures are 
Li2(r5) 
L,(5J)=-- 
L&(P) 
L,(6, r) = --g--- - Li2V‘Y f Li,(T3) + 4 
L&(P) 
L,(8, r) = --g-- - 
i 
Li,(r*) 
--ZLi,(r)-210g2r 
2 
Li*v+) L2(9,r)=T- + 2 Li2v4) ~ - Li2(r2) - + log* r 
4 
Li2(P4) 
L,(14,r)= 14 - ~ 
i 
Li2(r7) + Li,(P) 
7 
~ - Li2(r) - log2 r 
4 
-2Li,(r)-P10g2r =$YX2 
I 
i 
Liz(P) + Li,(PO) + Li2(r6) 
15 10 6 
Li2(r3) Li,(r*) -~-~ 
3 2 
VW 
(61b) 
(61~) 
VW 
(61g) 
(61h) 
(61i) 
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Clearly the factors in (60) could have been combined in other ways; thus 
(61 b) and (f) could be multiplied together to give the alternative form 
1 -I-l2 = (1 -P)(l -P)(l -P)2(1 -P)-V-1. (62) 
The resulting ladder structure would involve the difference of Eqs. (61b) 
and (f). 
Without knowing which, if any, of the A$“” are rational, the process of 
building up combinations such that the resulting sum of Ai’v’ coefficients is 
rational could become a possibly lengthy programming exercise, in the 
absence of either lucky guesses, some guiding principle or, as in the case of 
(59), some foreknowledge of the result sought. The values of AiN’ for 
L&V, r) have been computed, and are given, to nine decimal places, in 
Table II. What is required is some systematic way of seeking rational 
multipliers C, such that D = C C,ALm) is rational over some subset of the 
Aim,“‘. For each subset for which the corresponding D is rational, we then 
have a valid second-order ladder for r, possibly reducing to a first-degree 
ladder in certain cases. One should note, also, that if indeed there exists a 
ladder structure of index 4, then in the absence of the relevant equation, the 
process of finding suitable subsets will certainly be frustrated except for 
those combinations not requiring its presence. This makes it very hard to 
know whether failure to generate valid combinations is due to their non- 
existence, missing equations, or simply failure to hit on the correct subset 
and its coefficients. 
Unlike the values in Table I, the numbers in Table II do not lend 
themselves easily to combination by inspection. A computer run was tried 
out in which a linear combination of the AL”‘) was generated with multipliers 
limited to 0 and fl. Rather surprisingly, usable combinations poured out. 
The first twelve found can be expressed in the matrix form 
--I 0 -1 1 l-l 0 0 0 
-1 0 0 -I -1 1 0 1 1 
-100110001 
-1 0 1 -1 -1 1 0 0 -1 
-1 0 1 1 0 -1 -1 0 0 
-1 0 1 1 0 -1 1 -1 0 
-1 0 1 1 1 0 0 --I -1 
-1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 
-1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 o-1 
-1 0 -1 -1 0 1 -1 1 -1 
-1 0 -1 -1 0 1 1 0 -1 
-1 0 -1 -1 -1 0 0 1 0 
K 
A (6) 
0 
A@’ 
A:% 
0 
A”o’ 
0 
A”z’ 
0 
fC4’ 
A YE) 
A (30) 
0 
= 
-1 l/6 - 
1 l/3 
312 
-516 
-l/2 
- 213 
-3 (63) 
-19/6 
-10/3 
-2 
-1316 
l/3 - 
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TABLE II 
Coefficients for r-ladders 
N 5 6 8 9 10 
A IN) 
0 .560856550 -.252864443 1.415821752 .347216788 .16868619S 
N 12 14 18 30 
A WI Cl .372558015 1.329623975 2.825914617 1.544953567 
There are many others. Of course, there are necessarily redundancies here, 
and in fact, only seven independent relations among the nine coefficients 
have been found. These can be combined to put them in terms of two 
arbitrary selections N= 10 and 30: 
4 1 
‘4 (5’ = _ _ -A (30) 
0 3 2O 
A (6) 
5 1 2 
_ - _ 
0 
= 
6 
-A (10) 
3’ 
-A 
3 
b301 
(64a) 
(64b) 
A’S’- 
7 2 2 
0 
/ +pO'--~~30' 
3 3O 3 
A(9)- I7 
3 
0 
A’lo’--‘4;30’ 
6 ’ 2 
(64~ 1 
(644 
A”Z’ - 1 _ 
0 
-Atlo’ 2 _ 
3O 
-A 1 (30) 
3O 
A’l4’_ 10 0 3 + +‘O’ 1 - +A ,o) 
+ fA:‘O’ - $Ab3°’ (6W 
Ar8’ = 2Ar4’ + l/6. (64h 1 
The last formula is not independent of the others, but is included because, 
apart from (64a), it is the only other two-component relation uncovered. 
What is so remarkable about Eq. (63), apart from the fact that it exists at 
all, is that, as with (54), the multipliers are all 0 or f 1. This is just a little 
reminiscent of the ladder definition (15) where many, though not all, of the 
coefficients A, are also 0 or fl. It raises the question of whether the 
combinations in (63) are in some sense more fundmental than those of (64). 
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Both give rise to second-degree ladders, the former with simpler coefficients, 
the latter with far fewer terms. Maybe one should define a third-degree 
ladder by 
L:3’(iv, x) = 5 C,L,(m, x) (65) 
1 
with C, = (-LO, 1). So far the consequences of this have not been explored. 
Nor has any pattern been found to date to relate the -1, 0 or 1 of the C, to 
the structure of the equation. We shall remain content here to specify the 
resulting first and second-degree ladders arising from (64). Equation (59) 
does not give rise to any new relations between the AI;N’. However, it is the 
only formula with a current analytic derivation, and it can be expressed in 
the second-degree ladder form 
@‘(18J)= 9L,(18,r) + 7L,(14,r) - 8L,(8,F)- 3L,(6,r) 
- lOL,(5, r) = -n2/3. (66) 
One first-degree ladder is obtainable from (64a): 
Li2(T30) 
G(3O,r)= 3. - 15 
I 
Li,(P) + Li,(T’O) + Li2(P) Li2(P) ~-~ 
10 6 15 
Li2(r2) L&(T) -~-~ - 2 3 ; log2 r = 4??/45. (67) 
Of the seven independent formulas implicit in (64), six remain after 
extraction of (67) and can be expressed as second-degree ladders. It is 
necessary first to re-arrange the connections between the different AiN’ and 
there is no unique way to do this. The following is one acceptable way: 
(684 
(68b) 
,4$‘2’_ ‘&.e’+ 2@‘= 2 (68~) 
Ar”)-Ar)+~;@=-3/2 (68d) 
A;” - 3A;@ +Ai5’ = 5/3 (6W 
A;*’ + 2x4 $,@ - 4A 6” = -413. (68f-l 
The corresponding second-degree ladders are: 
L$2)(30,Z) =L,(30,2) +&L,(l4,=) - AL,(lO,r) = 7r2/12 (69a) 
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L:*‘(lO,T)=L,(lO,T)--qL,(8,T)+ +,(6,Z-) = -3x2/2 
L;*‘(9, I-) = L,(9, I-) - 2L2(6,r) + $L,($ I-) = 5x2/27 
Li2’(8, r) = L,(8, I-) + +,(6, r) - +,(5, T) = -n2/6. 
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(69b) 
(69~) 
(69d) 
(694 
(69f) 
All of these results are new, and currently without any analytic derivation. It 
may be predicted that if further members of the cyclotomic sequence of (60) 
should be discovered that corresponding ladders will exist. The generation of 
new formulas is therefore reduced, in part, to synthesizing cyclotomic 
sequences. 
7. CONSTRUCTING VALID CYCLOTOMIC EQUATIONS 
7.1. As previously mentioned, an arbitrary cyclotomic equation will 
not normally lead to a valid ladder. All the successful attempts shown here 
so far have built on algebraic bases already known to possess at least one 
result. What determines whether a cyclotomic equation is a valid one? More 
generally, what determines which bases give rise to cyclotomic equations, 
valid or not? 
The class of valid bases is apparently extremely restricted Thus, as far as 
is known, only l/2 and l/3 of the entire rational field, give rise to valid 
ladders. The two-term and three-term equations of Ref. [lo], and the eleven- 
term form of (48) give valid formulas. There are also a few trigonometric 
forms (Watson’s and Loxton’s). Most bases apparently do not permit the 
construction of any cyclotomic equation, the matter resting there. In seeking 
any further new results, some guidance is necessary as to permissible forms, 
in the absence of a fuller understanding of which bases possess cyclotomic 
equations, and which of them correspond to valid ladders. One route, not 
pursued further here, is to seek a pattern in the trigonometric forms and to 
try and extend it. A second, giving rise to four further interesting ladders, 
comes from the observation that several of the known bases satisfy simple 
quadratics with a single integer parameter. 
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7.2. One of the equations referred to is 
x2--mX+l=O. (70) 
With m = 2,3,4,6, 7, the bases are, respectively, 
x = 1, [(fi - 1)/2]2, 2 - fi, (fi - I)$ [(fi - 1)/214. 
The last of these is p4 of (36), and all the others were treated in Ref. [lo]. 
But what about the “missing” m = 5; and m > 8? If it is possible to 
construct cyclotomic equations for them, then the ladders can be constructed 
and tested numerically. The general synthesis of cyclotomic equations for a 
given base is currently untested territory, but one method found to be 
successful, at least in part, will now be explained and applied to Eq. (70). 
7.3. The technique is to re-arrange (70) so that certain prime factors 
are generated at least twice, so that they can be mutually eliminated. In the 
present instance, only factors 2 and 3 are used, but in other examples 5 and 
7 have also occurred. The method is illustrated for the cases m = 5, 8 and 
10. It seems not to work for m = 9 and m > 10, though this does not 
necessarily means that cyclotomic equations do not exist in such cases. 
(i) m = 5. The equation can be re-arranged in the forms 
(l-x)2=3x VW 
1-x+x2=4x (7lb) 
1 +x+x*=6x. (71c) 
The numbers 3, 4 and 6 are now eliminated through 6 x 6 = 3 x 3 X 4, 
whilst the elementary relations 1 -x+x*=(1 +x3)/(1+x) and 
1 + x + x2 = (1 - x3)/( 1 - x) are used for the forms on the left. After a little 
manipulation, there is obtained 
1 -x6= (1 -x3)3(1 -x2)(1 -x)-‘x. (72) 
The relevant root is $(5 - fl) for which the ladder corresponding to (72) 
can be constructed and the A, term evaluated numerically. It turns out to be 
a simple rational and the final result is 
where P= t(5 - \/21). 
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(ii) m = 8. The equation can be written as 
(1 -x)*=6x 
1 +x2=8x 
1 +x +x2 = 9x. 
The elimination proceeds via (8 x 9/6 x 6)3 = 8 and leads to 
(1 -x4)2= (1 -x3)-3(1 -x2)2(1 -x)‘5xP. 
The corresponding ladder, verified to eleven decimal places, is 
Li2(Q4) 
4 
= - + Li2(Q3) + + Li2(Q2) + q Liz(Q) 
+ f log2 Q - 5x2/24 
where Q = 4 - \/15. 
(iii) m = 10. The equation can be written as 
(1 -x)‘= 8x 
1-x+x2=9x 
(1 + x)’ = 12x. 
PW 
(74b) 
(74c) 
(75) 
(76) 
(774 
Vb) 
(77c) 
The elimination proceeds via (12 x 12/9 x 8)3 = 8 and leads to 
(1 -x6)3= (1 -x3)3(1 -x2)15(1 -x)-‘“x. (78) 
The corresponding ladder is 
Li,(R “) 
6 
= Li2(R3) + 5 Li,(R’) 
3 2 
- p Li,(R) - $ log2 R + n2/6 (79) 
where R = 5 - 2 4. 
All these results are new, and are apparently quite inaccessible from 
Abel’s equation. It is not currently known whether further cyclotomic 
equations exist for these bases, or whether there are results for other values 
of m. The method fails for m = 9 because the process generates the numbers 
7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 only, and no self-elimination of primes is possible; and the 
same feature occurs for all m greater than 10. 
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7.4. The other similar quadratic is 
xz+mx-1=0. 
For m = 1,2,4 the respective values of x are 
(80) 
x+/e-1)/24-1, [(&1Y213* 
For m = 3 the root is f(fl - 3) for which no prior known result exists. 
From x2 + 3x - 1 - 0 we get 
1 +x+x2=2(1-x) (814 
l-x+x*=2X(1+x) @lb) 
leading to the equation 
1 -x6= (1 -x3)2(1 -x2)2(1 -x)-4x. (82) 
The corresponding ladder is found to be 
Li,o = 2 Li2(S3) 
6 3 
+ Li,(S*) - 4 Li,(S) - + log’ S + 7n2/36 (83) 
where S = (\/13 - 3)/2. 
What we appear to be finding here is a new sort of cluster. The bases are 
not the several roots of a single equation; rather, they are roots of a family 
of similar equations. The above process appears not to work with (80) for 
m > 4, though other techniques may turn up further cyclotomic equations. 
8. DISCUSSION, CONJECTURES AND CONCLUSIONS 
8.1. The question of the direct access of any particular ladder 
structure from Abel’s equation is unresolved, but the emergence of so many 
new results that appear not to be deducible in this way strongly suggests that 
a new approach is needed in order to be able to derive these formulas 
analytically. Loxton’s employment of partition-function identities is one 
novel approach. The multiple integrals used by Phillips is another. 
Meanwhile, the concept of cyclotomic equations for the base, with the 
supplemental ideas of root clusters and equation sequences, has been very 
successful in pointing to the existence of new formulas. The definition of a 
first-degree ladder with the powers of the base limited to the divisors of the 
index appears to lead to a meaningful formula. The real structure underlying 
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it, however, would seem to be the factorization displayed by the cyclotomic 
equations themselves. In a few of the cases discussed in Section 6 exceptions 
seem to exist, and further work may be needed to understand just what it is 
that determines these factors. The concept of a second-degree ladder as a 
linear combination of first-degree ladders is only meaningful if the powers 
involved in the first-degree ladders are validly restricted in some way. To 
date it has seemed useful to maintain the distinction. The idea of a third- 
degree ladder, with multipliers limited to (-1, 0, +l) is something else; many 
more examples will need to be explored before it can be determined if this 
concept is a fruitful one. 
Where more than one second-degree ladder exists for a given base, 
arbitrary combinations can be constructed. At the level of the dilogarithm no 
one particular combination appears favored over another. However, a 
parallel study, involving polylogarithms up to the fifth order and beyond, 
indicates in many cases that certain combinations retain their structure 
independent of order, and these may be perhaps considered more meaningful 
for that reason. Since, however, these conclusions are based on Kummer’s 
extensions of Abel’s functional equation to higher orders, the question of 
access is again raised and few results are currently available for the new, and 
apparently inaccessible formulas of the present study. 
In some cases second-degree ladders can be collapsed into first-degree 
ones. Some examples are (55d), (67) (and possibly (39), which may really be 
a combination of ladders of indices 42 and 3). It is possible that this 
contraction process may be a rather contrived one, and the result best left as 
a second-degree ladder. The appearance of slightly “awkward” coefficients 
could be an indication that the formula is more of an artefact than a 
naturally occurring relation. 
8.2. We will refer to a ladder relation as a “valid” one if the coef- 
ficient A, that makes the ladder zero is a rational number. The following 
conjectures seem to be true, and are supported by the results of Ref. [lo] and 
the current study. 
(i) The algebraic base of a valid ladder will always satisfy the 
derived base equation (DBE). 
(ii) If the base does not satisfy the DBE the value of A, to make the 
ladder vanish will be irrational. 
(iii) The excess roots of the DBE all lie on the unit circle. 
(iv) The roots of the base equation form a cluster. If one root provides 
a valid ladder, so do all the other real ones. (This may also be true for any 
remaining complex roots, but this aspect has not been examined.) 
(v) The DBE is always of cyclotomic form, and can be constructed 
by manipulating the base equation. If more than one cyclotomic equation 
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can be constructed then this sequence of equations is associated with a 
corresponding number of valid ladders. 
8.3. It is perhaps more understandable that all the roots in a cluster 
should give rise to valid ladders than that all the equations in a sequence 
should do so. However, the latter seems to be supported by the successes of 
the applications given in Section 7. The limitation is rather on the ability to 
synthesize the cyclotomic equations, and there appears to be neither a 
systematic method of doing so nor any way of knowing whether all possible 
ones have been found. The very limited experience of working with them to 
date suggests that 
(i) Most algebraic bases do not possess equations in cyclotomic 
form. 
(ii) Where cyclotomic forms do exist they are finite in number for a 
given base. 
(iii) In many, possibly all, cases the factors are directly related to the 
divisors of the index. 
8.4. The converse of the first conjecture of Section 8.2 is not always 
true in the sense that an arbitrary equation of cyclotomic form will not 
normally generate a valid ladder. However, it may be worth pursuing the 
conditions under which valid equations exist. One possible condition may be 
that all excess roots lie on the unit circle. Another aspect may involve 
deriving further cyclotomic equations, if such exist, and seeking second- 
degree ladders from the sequence. Determining the constants from numerical 
data is not trivial, and seeking third-degree ladders may turn out to be one 
possible successful process. 
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